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Laboratory experiments were conducted in a smooth rectangular flume to 

measure water velocity using an ADV when simulated smooth border ice covered 

25, 50, and 67% of the channel. The average shear stress and boundary shear 

stress distributions were calculated using the log-law based on these velocity 

measurements. Estimates of the average shear stress as well as the shear 

distributions were calculated using the energy transportation through minimum 

relative distance concept, solution of momentum and continuity equations, flow 

net, and simple geometrical methods. Results from each method were compared 

to the results obtained from the log-law based on measured velocity profiles. 

While there was a good agreement between calculated average shear stress using 

these methods, the estimated boundary shear stress distributions differed from the 

measurements, in particular along the sidewalls. Calculated boundary shear stress 

along the sidewalls using the flow net method had the best agreement with the 

log-law method for the 25% and 50% coverage ratios.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Ice formation on northern rivers can alter hydrodynamic characteristics of the rivers during sub-

freezing temperature seasons. Border ice is commonly the first type of ice that is formed on rivers, 

affecting the hydraulic and ice formation regime of the rivers while it continues to grow to form a 

full ice cover (Clark, 2013). Many researchers have conducted studies to understand flow regime 

under a complete ice cover; however, few studies have focused on the flow regime under border 

or partial ice covers. Understanding such flow characteristics can help to improve current 

knowledge of under-ice velocity distribution and fluvial processes. 

 

Estimating boundary shear stress distribution along an open channel is essential to evaluate the 

channel morphodynamics. Many researchers have presented methodologies to estimate the 

boundary shear stress distribution within an open channel (Guo and Julien 2005; Kean, et al. 2009; 

Khodashenas and Paquier 1999; Knight, et al. 1984; Yang and Lim 1997; Yang and McCorquodale 

2004). The conditions become more complicated in the presence of an ice cover, in particular 

beneath a partial ice cover (Chen, et al. 2015; Majewski 1992 and 2007). An ice cover changes the 

flow regime by adding an extra boundary layer to the flow and therefore alters the flow 

characteristics beneath the ice cover (Shen and Wang 1995; Sui, et al. 2010). Several studies have 

showed that the velocity profile under an ice cover consists of two layers separated at the maximum 

velocity plane (Chen, et al. 2015; Lau and Krishnappan, 1981; Sukhodolov, et al. 1999). 

 

The present experimental study focused on investigating the effects of different partial ice cover 

conditions on boundary shear stress distribution to improve the current knowledge gaps. Moreover, 

results were compared with several well-known boundary shear stress distribution estimation 

methods and facilitate estimating boundary shear stress distribution beneath a partial ice cover 

using available methods.   

2. Experimental set-up and measurement procedure 

A flume was designed and constructed in the Hydraulic Research and Testing Facility (HRTF) at 

the University of Manitoba to conduct the experiments. The flume was made of high density 

overlay (HDO) plywood and was 14 m long, 1.2 m wide with a bottom slope of 0.25% (Fig 1a). 

The water level was adjusted using a rotating gate at the end of the flume. To measure hydraulic 

head along the flume, manometers were tapped into the wall of the flume at 2 m streamwise 

intervals (Fig. 1b). The same plywood material was used to construct the ice covers. Two pumps 

delivered water from an underground reservoir to a constant head tank and from there water was 

conveyed through a PVC pipe to the flume. Flow rate was measured using an ultrasonic flowmeter. 

 

Three different testing conditions were considered to evaluate shear stress distribution in the flume 

with smooth boundaries and variable symmetrical ice coverage. The Froude number (Fr) was 0.25 

for all tests, and partial ice coverage ratios were selected to be 25%, 50%, and 67%.  

 

Velocity data was collected over a cross section using a Nortek Vectrino ΙΙ acoustic Doppler 

velocimeter (ADV) and a Nortek Vectrino+ side-looking ADV (Fig 1d). A computer-controlled 

traversing mechanism was used to move the ADVs in the vertical-spanwise plane. Figure 2 shows 

the typical measurement locations and ADVs orientations for an experiment. Three minutes 

measurement at 100 Hz for the Vectrino ΙΙ and 200 Hz for Vectrino+ was conducted at each 

measurement point to collect adequate samples to perform analysis. ADV signal-to-noise ratio 



(SNR) was kept above 15 dB by adding seeding material to the water. Water surface profile and 

hydraulic head were recorded for each experiment to investigate change in water level and energy 

grade line during the experiments. Peters (2015) designed the flume and performed the 

measurements in the HTRF.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Running a test in the flume with 67% symmetrical ice cover; (b) manometers to 

measure the water surface elevation; (c) flume with the roughness elements for rough boundary 

experiments; (d) Vectrino Profiler and the traversing mechanism at a measurement point 

 

 
Figure 2. Velocity profile measurement locations (Peters, 2015) 



3. Analysis 

ADV data processing 

The ADV data was run through a two-step post processing method to ensure that only reliable data 

was used for analysis. The first step removed bad data cells using SNR and correlation thresholds 

of 15dB and 30%, respectively. Cells with more than 10% of the data below the thresholds were 

removed. The second step de-spiked the data using the method proposed by Islam and Zhu (2013).  

Local boundary shear stress distribution 

After processing the measured ADV data, several methods were used to calculate local boundary 

shear stress distribution over the bed, sidewall, and ice boundaries. The primary method was to 

use the two layer theory and the law of wall to calculate the velocity profile and shear stress 

distribution. The log-law equations (Eq. 1) were used in the wall region to calculate the velocity 

profile under smooth boundary conditions: 
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where u (ms-1) is streamwise velocity, u* (ms-1) is friction velocity, k is von Karman constant, z 

(m) is distance from a boundary, h (m) is total water depth, 𝜈 (m2s-1) is kinematic viscosity. After 

calculating u*  from Eq.1, local boundary shear stress (τb) was calculated using the following 

equation: 
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where ρ (kgm-3) is the water density.  

 

Different methods have been suggested to estimate local boundary shear stress in open channels 

without ice cover. The general method is to find the flow area associated with a local boundary 

and calculate local boundary shear stress using Eq. 3: 
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where 𝐴𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖 are the area and wetted perimeter of the ith subarea, respectively and J is the energy 

grade line slope. 

 

Khodashenas and Paquier (1999) suggested the Merged Perpendicular Method (MPM) that is a 

geometrical method based on extension of the normal area method. The method was applied to 

evaluate the application of simple geometrical methods in the presence of a partial ice cover. Figure 

3 shows the modified version of this method that was used to estimate local boundary shear stress 

for the partial ice cover conditions. Basically, in this method when two boundary normal lines 

intersect, a new line forms from the intersection with an angle equal to the average of two normal 

line angles and if this secondary line intersects with a normal line, a line will form with an angle 

equal to 1/3 (2 secondary line angle + normal line angle). This procedure continues until wall, ice, 

and bed regions form (Figure 3).  Local boundary shear stress can then be calculated using Eq. 3 

after dividing the total area to different subareas. 



 
Figure 3. Dividing the total wetted area to subareas using MPM  

 

Local boundary shear stress was calculated by developing the concept of energy transportation 

through minimum relative distance (Yang and Lim, 1997). Energy will be transported through the 

shortest distance to boundaries; also, boundary characteristics affect the amount of energy that is 

transported by the flow. In open channels, roughness is the main parameter that can have an affect 

on the energy tarnsportation. To summarize these effects, Yang and Lim (1997) proposed a 

dimensionless parameter (ξ): 
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where φ (m) is the distance between flow point and boundary and D (m) is the characteristic length 

related to the boundary energy dissipation capacity. For a smooth boundary, D can be the viscous 

sublayer thickness (ts=11.6𝜈/u*) and for a rough boundary, D can be the roughness height (ks). 

Figure 4 shows the process of dividing the total area into subareas. Line slopes m and 𝑚′ can be 

found using the following equation (Yang and Lim 1997): 
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where b is the channel width, h is the water depth. Equation 3 can be used to calculate local 

boundary shear stress for each subarea.  

 

 
Figure 4. Dividing the total wetted area to subareas using YLM  

 

Yu and Tan (2007) suggested a methodology to estimate boundary shear stress distribution in open 

channels based on the concept of Flownet. They have created a Flownet by adding velocity and 



potential lines. They introduced an imaginary maximum core velocity boundary on the water 

surface at the centerline which velocity contours are parallel to this boundary line. The imaginary 

boundary line length was found to be 0.68, 0.38, and 0.18 m for 25, 50, and 67% ice coverage 

based on the suggested equation and method by Yu and Tan (2007).  

 

The velocity lines are parallel with this boundary as well as the bed and sidewalls. Potential lines 

are perpendicular to the boundaries and velocity lines. Flownet can be created by solving the 

Laplace equation with assuming the entry and exit boundary conditions of 0 and 1, respectively. 

For this study, the wetted area was divided into 2 by 2 cm grids and the Laplace equation (Eq. 7) 

was solved using a finite difference method: 
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where 𝜔 is the potential line with value of 0 at the entry and 1 at the exit (before and after the 

imaginary boundary). Figure 5 shows an application of the method to the 25% coverage 

experiment. After finding subareas, Eq. 3 was used to find local shear stress. Results were sensitive 

to the number of potential contours and more contours were needed to estimate the sidewalls shear 

stress. 

 
Figure 5. Dividing the total wetted area to subareas using Flownet method for 25% coverage  

 

Avearge boundary shear stress 

Integrated average shear stress was calculated using the local boundary shear stress estimation 

methods. Moreover, the average boundary shear stress can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

 

  𝜏𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝛾𝑅𝐽 
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where τavg (Pa) is the boundary average shear stress, γ (kgm-2s-2) is the water specific weight, R 

(m) is the hydraulic radius, and J is the energy grade line slope.  

 

Guo and Julien (2005) method (GJM) was presented to determine the average bed and sidewall 

shear stress in a smooth rectangular channel. This method is based on a solution of the continuity 

and momentum equations. A correction factor was added to consider the effects of secondary 

currents and variable eddy viscosity. The average bed and sidewall shear stress can be calculated 

using Eqs [9] and [10], respectively: 
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Where τbed,avg (Pa) is the average bed shear stress, τw,avg (Pa) is the average wall shear stress, and 

b (m) is the open water width.  

4. Results 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show local boundary shear stress distribution for experiments with 25, 50, and 

67% ice cover, respectively. τ* is the ratio of the local boundary shear stress to γRJ for each 

experiment and P* is the dimensionless wetted perimeter. Measured discharge and water level 

were used to calculate J for each experiment. Root mean square error (RMSE) was calculated 

using the following equation for the bed, sidewall, and ice boundaries for each experiment: 
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Estimated bed local boundary shear stress using MPM, YLM, and Flownet was overestimated in 

the open water section of the flume compared to the log-law; however, estimated bed local 

boundary shear stress within the ice covered section and far from the sidewalls had a good 

agreement with the log-law, in particular using MPM and YLM (Figures 5a,6a, and 7a). Table 1 

shows calculated RMSE for each experiment. Calculated RMSE was based on comparison of 

calculated local boundary shear stress using MPM, YLM, and Flownet with calculated shear stress 

using measured velocity profile and log-law. RMSE varied between 44%-79% due to the effect of 

significant difference between measured and estimated local shear stress in the open water section. 

Estimated sidewalls local boundary shear stress using MPM and YLM was underestimated 

compared to the log-law; however, estimated sidewall shear stress distribution using Flownet had 

a good agreement with log law for 25 and 50% ice cover conditions (Figure 5b, 6b, and 7b). 

Flownet could not estimate sidewall shear stress distribution for 67% coverage due to the 

resolution of the subareas close to the sidewalls. RMSE varied between 13%-46% and the lowest 

RMSE was obtained using estimated local shear stress using Flownet. Estimated under-ice local 

boundary shear stress using Flownet method had the best agreement close to the sidewalls; 

however, estimated under ice local boundary shear stress using MPM and YLM had the best 

agreement with log-law, in particular MPM (Figures 5c, 6c, and 7c). RMSE varied between 26%-

50% and the lowest RMSE was obtained using estimated local shear stress using Flownet. 

 

Although Flownet could estimate ice and sidewall local shear stress distribution more accurately 

than the MPM and YLM, the results changed with increasing the number of potential lines. With 

increasing coverage, the number of potential contours had to be increased to have a good 

estimation of local boundary shear stress. Figure 8 shows the total estimated average boundary 

shear stress using all methods. Estimated average boundary shear stresses were close between all 

methods, however the log-law method was consistently lower than the other methods. 

 

It can be concluded that all local boundary shear stress estimation methods could be used to 



estimate average boundary shear stress; however, results from this study can help to select an 

appropriate method to estimate local boundary shear stress under different conditions. Flownet can 

be used to estimate local boundary shear stress for partial ice coverage ratio up to 50%. The main 

advantage of this method is the ability of more realistic sidewall shear stress distribution as well 

as bed shear stress distribution; however, this method needs more computational time and is very 

sensitive to the number of velocity and potential contours. MPM and YLM are quick and simple 

methods that can be used to estimate both under ice and bed shear stress distribution without 

coverage limitations; however, the estimated sidewall local shear stress was underestimated for 

the experiments.  

 

Table 1. Calculated RMSE (%) using Eq. 11 for bed, sidewall, and ice boundaries for each 

experiment 

Ice cover ratio 25% 50% 67% 

Method YLM MPM Flownet YLM MPM Flownet YLM MPM Flownet 

Bed 79 79 66 62 62 44 70 65 _ 

Sidewall 41 46 18 45 52 13 29 42 _ 

Ice 50 49 26 48 45 28 44 40 _ 

 

 
Figure 5. Local boundary shear stress distribution with 25% symmetrical ice coverage: (a) bed; (b) 

sidewall; (c) ice cover 



 
Figure 6. Local boundary shear stress distribution with 50% symmetrical ice coverage: (a) bed; (b) 

sidewall; (c) ice cover 

 
Figure 7. Local boundary shear stress distribution with 67% symmetrical ice coverage: (a) bed; (b) 

sidewall; (c) ice cover 



 
 

Figure 8. Average boundary shear stress using all methods 

5. Conclusions 

This study focused on the application of several well-known shear stress estimation methods in 

open channel flow to a smooth rectangular channel with symmetrical partial ice covers. This is a 

very first study to understand the reliability of applying available methods for open water 

conditions to partial ice cover conditions. Average shear stress was over estimated using all 

methods; however, local boundary shear stress was underestimated close to the sidewalls. 

 

This study was part of a major study on river ice engineering at the University of Manitoba and 

currently the authors are conducting experiments in a rectangular flume with asymmetric partial 

ice cover conditions and a trapezoidal flume to extend the current results. Moreover, experiments 

have been performed for rough boundary conditions.  The possibility of using PIV to acquire more 

accurate measurements of local boundary shear stress distribution is also being explored. 
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